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Abstract— 3D point cloud semantic segmentation is a chal-
lenging topic in the computer vision field. Most of the existing
methods in literature require a large amount of fully labeled
training data, but it is extremely time-consuming to obtain
these training data by manually labeling massive point clouds.
Addressing this problem, we propose a superpoint-guided semi-
supervised segmentation network for 3D point clouds, which
jointly utilizes a small portion of labeled scene point clouds
and a large number of unlabeled point clouds for network
training. The proposed network is iteratively updated with
its predicted pseudo labels, where a superpoint generation
module is introduced for extracting superpoints from 3D point
clouds, and a pseudo-label optimization module is explored for
automatically assigning pseudo labels to the unlabeled points
under the constraint of the extracted superpoints. Additionally,
there are some 3D points without pseudo-label supervision.
We propose an edge prediction module to constrain features
of edge points. A superpoint feature aggregation module and
a superpoint feature consistency loss function are introduced
to smooth superpoint features. Extensive experimental results
on two 3D public datasets demonstrate that our method
can achieve better performance than several state-of-the-art
point cloud segmentation networks and several popular semi-
supervised segmentation methods with few labeled scenes.

I. INTRODUCTION

3D point cloud semantic segmentation draws increasing
attention in the field of computer vision. In recent years, a
large number of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) [1], [2], [3],
[4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13] for point cloud
semantic segmentation have been proposed. Although these
methods have a great ability to obtain the semantic features
of point clouds, most of them require a large number of
accurately labeled 3D scenes, and manually labeling point
clouds is time and labor-intensive.

Recently, some weakly supervised segmentation meth-
ods [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23],
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[24] for 3D point clouds have been proposed, which could be
roughly divided into two groups according to two different
kinds of training datasets: (1) weakly supervised methods
whose training dataset contains a small portion of labeled
points sampled from each 3D training scene; (2) weakly
supervised methods (also called semi-supervised methods)
whose training dataset contains a small portion of labeled
3D scenes. The former group of methods [15], [18], [21],
[22], [23], [24] require point sampling for all 3D scenes,
and the point clouds sampled from some dense 3D scenes
will still be somewhat dense, and the labor costs of assigning
point labels will not be reduced too much. Compared with the
former group of methods, the semi-supervised methods [14],
[16], [17], [19], [20] are able to significantly reduce labeling
costs. Hence, we focus on the semi-supervised point cloud
segmentation probelm in this paper.

For solving the semi-supervised semantic segmentation
problem for 3D point clouds, some methods [14], [16], [19],
[20] introduce additional information of point clouds. Expert
knowledge is utilized in [14], [19], [20] and Mei et al. [16]
considers the consistency of scans stream. Besides, the point
clouds used by the methods [14], [17] are CAD models,
which are much simpler than 3D scenes. In addition, there
are some methods [25], [26], [27], [28] to solve the semi-
supervised segmentation problem for 2D images. However,
since 3D point cloud is an unordered and irregular structure,
these methods cannot be applied to 3D point clouds directly.

It is noted that some existing works [5], [8], [18], [19],
[20], [21], [29] for 3D point cloud semantic segmentation uti-
lize superpoints to improve their performances. In [5], [18],
[21], [29], the point clouds are geometrically partitioned by
minimizing a global energy function. Liu et al. [20] employs
spectral clustering for superpoint generation. These methods
do not consider the color information of 3D point clouds,
where some classes of objects are only different in color
from the surrounding objects (i.e. window and board). And
minimizing the global energy function is time-consuming.
Landrieu et al. [8] formulates superpoints generation as a
deep metric learning problem. But this partition method
requires semantic information of the 3D point clouds.

Addressing the aforementioned issues, we propose a
superpoint-guided semi-supervised segmentation network for
3D point clouds. The labeled and unlabeled point clouds
will be processed in different ways. We use the ground truth
labels to supervise the labeled point clouds. And the pseudo
labels predicted from unlabeled point clouds are used for
self-training. Since the pseudo labels are not completely ac-
curate, we utilize the superpoints to optimize pseudo labels.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed network. The structures in two dashed boxes are for labeled and unlabeled point clouds respectively. FC represents
the fully-connected layer.

Specifically, we propose a superpoint generation module,
named as SPG module, to combine the superpoints pro-
duced by geometry-based and color-based Region Growing
algorithms [30], and a pseudo-label optimization module,
named as PLO module, to modify and delete pseudo labels
with low confidence in each superpoint. There are some 3D
points without pseudo-label supervision. We propose an edge
prediction module, named as EP module, to constrain the fea-
tures from edge points of geometry and color. A superpoint
feature aggregation module, named as SPFA module, and a
superpoint feature consistency loss function are introduced
to smooth the point features in each superpoint.

In sum, the main contributions of this paper include:

• For solving the semi-supervised semantic segmentation
problem of 3D point clouds effectively and efficiently,
we utilize the superpoints generated by combining
geometry-based and color-based Region Growing algo-
rithms to optimize pseudo labels predicted from unla-
beled point clouds.

• We propose an edge prediction module, a superpoint
feature aggregation module and a superpoint feature
consistency loss function for constraining point features
without pseudo labels.

• We propose the superpoint-guided semi-supervised seg-
mentation network for 3D point clouds. The experi-
mental results on two 3D public datasets show that
the proposed method outperforms several state-of-the-
art segmentation networks and several popular semi-
supervised methods with few labeled scenes.

II. SUPERPOINT-GUIDED SEMI-SUPERVISED
SEGMENTATION NETWORK

In this section, we propose the superpoint-guided semi-
supervised segmentation network for 3D point clouds.
Firstly, we introduce the architecture of the proposed net-
work. Secondly, we describe the details of the superpoint
generation module (SPG module), the pseudo-label optimiza-
tion module (PLO module), the edge prediction module (EP
module), the superpoint feature aggregation module (SPFA
module) and the superpoint feature consistency loss function
respectively. Lastly, we end up with the final training loss of
the network.

A. Architecture
As shown in Fig. 1, our end-to-end superpoint-guided

semi-supervised segmentation network consists of two
branches. The inputs of one branch are labeled point clouds
and their ground truth labels, and the other branch are
unlabeled point clouds and their pseudo labels. The pseudo
labels are predicted by our network from unlabeled point
clouds. Both branches consist of a superpoint generation
module (SPG module), a feature extractor based on U-
Net [31], a superpoint feature aggregation module (SPFA
module), a fully connected layer (FC), and an edge prediction
module (EP module). And their parameters are shared. For
the branch of unlabeled point clouds, there is a pseudo-label
optimization module (PLO module) to optimize the pseudo
labels. The U-Net-based feature extractor consists of four
encoder layers and four decoder layers. The encoder layers
are Local Feature Aggregation layers in RandLA-Net [9],
and the decoder layers are MLPs.
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based and color-based Region Growing algorithms. The black points are
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Fig. 3. The process of optimizing pseudo labels. Some pseudo labels inside
the red and blue circles are incorrect. The black points have no pseudo labels
after optimizing.
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B. Superpoint Generation Module

We propose a novel superpoint generation module, named
as SPG, to produce superpoints effectively and efficiently.
The geometric and color characteristics of classes of objects
in scenes are different. Some classes of objects are different
in geometry and color from the surrounding objects (i.e.
chair and table). But there are also some classes of objects
are only different in geometry from the surrounding objects
(i.e. beam and column), or only different in color from the
surrounding objects (i.e. window and board). Some existing
superpoint generation methods [5], [18], [20], [21], [29]
can only geometrically partition the 3D point clouds, which
ignore the color information. The proposed SPG module
combines geometry-based and color-based superpoints pro-
duced by the Region Growing algorithm [30], which has low
computational complexity.

The geometry-based Region Growing algorithm iteratively
produces superpoints. In each iteration, there is one point
with a minimum curvature value in the unsegmented points
to be selected as a seed and added to a seeds set and
a superpoint. Then, the following three steps are repeated
until there are no point in the seeds set: (1) Finding the
neighbouring points of seeds and testing their angles between
their normals, these neighbouring points will be added to the
current superpoint if the angles are less than the threshold
value tang. (2) If the curvatures of these neighbouring points
are less than the threshold value tcvt , then these points are
added to the seeds set. (3) Current seeds are removed from
the seeds set. If there are no unsegmented points whose
curvatures are smaller than the threshold value tcvt in the
scene, the process of iterations is terminated. Due to the
curvature threshold tcvt , some points will not be clustered to
superpoints.

The color-based Region Growing algorithm is similar to
the geometry-based ones. There are two main differences
in the color-based algorithm. The first one is that it uses
color instead of normals. The color threshold value is tclr.
The second one is that it uses the merging algorithm for
segmentation control. Two neighbouring clusters with a small
difference between average color are merged together. The
color-based Region Growing algorithm has no curvature
threshold, so every point can be clustered.

After obtaining the superpoints from the geometry-based
and color-based Region Growing algorithms, we over-
segment every geometry-based superpoint based on the
color-based superpoints, which can be seen in Fig. 2. It is
noted that the geometric edge points will not be clustered
as superpoints due to the curvature threshold tcvt . The final
merged superpoints Sl and Su could be used by the PLO
module, the SPFA module, and the superpoint feature con-
sistency loss function.



C. Pseudo-label Optimization Module

Since the pseudo labels Yu predicted by the network
are not completely accurate, and the points in same su-
perpoint should have same semantic labels in most cases,
we utilize the superpoints to optimize pseudo labels. We
propose a novel pseudo-label optimization module, named
as PLO module, to modify and delete pseudo labels with
low confidence.

As shown from the red circle areas in the second row of
Fig. 3, incorrect pseudo labels generally have no geometric
and color rules. So we can constrain pseudo labels by the
geometry and color-based superpoints. Specifically, for a
superpoint Su

i (i = 1,2, ...,Mu) with n points, we first count
the number of points contained in each semantic category
n j(∑

C
j=1 n j = n). Then we find the category ci that contains

the most points, which can be formulated as:

ci = argmax
j

(n j). (1)

If nci > tplo×n, where tplo is a ratio parameter, we modify
all the pseudo labels in superpoint Sl

i to ci, otherwise all
the pseudo labels in this superpoint will be deleted. We
also delete the pseudo labels of points which are not clus-
tered as superpoints in the geometry-based Growing Region
algorithm [30]. After above operations being done on all
superpoints in the unlabeled point clouds, the optimized
pseudo labels Ȳu = {ȳu

1, ȳ
u
2, ..., ȳ

u
Nu} ∈ RNu×C are shown in

the second row of Fig. 3.

D. Edge Prediction Module

The geometry-based Region Growing algorithm [30] does
not contain edge points due to the curvature threshold setting.
And the predicted pseudo labels of edge points are usually
unstable, which can be seen from the area inside the blue
circle in the second row of Fig. 3. So the pseudo labels of
many edge points are deleted after PLO module. We design
an edge prediction module, named as EP module, to constrain
the features of edge points in another way. We consider not
only geometric edge points, but also color edge points. The
geometric edge points are composed of points that are not
clustered by the geometry-based region growing algorithm.
The color edge points are those points whose neighboring
points do not belong to the same color-based superpoint.

The EP module consists of two FC layers, which reduce
the number of feature channels to two, to predict whether
the point is a geometric or color edge point. The activation
function of the first FC layer is Leaky ReLU (LReLU) [32].
The activation function of the second FC layer is Sigmoid.
For the features of unlabeled point cloud Xu, the outputs of
the EP module are Eu = {eu

1,e
u
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u
Nu} ∈RNu×2, which can

be formulated as:
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where eu
i,c is the c-th channel of eu

i . The edge prediction loss
function for the labeled point cloud Lossl

edge is obtained by
the same way.

E. Smoothing Superpoint Features
In the PLO module, the pseudo labels of some superpoints

are deleted, the features in these superpoints are not con-
strained. Besides, the points within same superpoint should
have similar semantic features in most cases. So we propose
a superpoint feature aggregation module, named as SPFA
module, and a superpoint feature consistency loss function
to smooth superpoint features.

We first introduce the SPFA module. For the i-th clustered
point in the unlabeled point cloud pu

i , we randomly sample
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2
. (4)

Obtaining gl
i is in the same way.

Then we introduce the superpoint feature consistency loss
functions Lossl

sp and Lossu
sp. We use the variance function

as the metric criterion of smoothness. For the features
of unlabeled point cloud Xu, the loss function Lossu

sp is
formulated as:
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where wu
i is a boolean value whether pu

i is within a super-
point. Lossl

sp is obtained in the same way.

F. Training Loss
We introduce the final training loss of the network. For

the labeled point clouds, we calculate a multi-class cross-
entropy loss Lossl

seg between Yl and the Softmax of features
Xl as follows:
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where w̄u
i is a boolean value whether pu

i has an optimized
pseudo label after PLO module. The final loss function is
formulated as:
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(8)



TABLE I
SEMANTIC SEGMENTATION RESULTS (%) ON THE S3DIS DATASET

(AREA-5).

Methods mIoU mAcc OA

20
%

RandLA-Net [9] 50.90 60.76 81.24
GA-Net [13] 52.12 61.76 81.46
SCF-Net [12] 51.78 61.19 81.61
π-Model [25] 51.58 59.46 82.09

Mean Teacher [26] 51.44 62.27 81.70
Pseudo-Labels [33] 52.21 63.76 82.39

Ours 55.49 65.45 83.55

10
%

RandLA-Net [9] 45.64 58.58 79.08
GA-Net [13] 43.85 52.60 78.41
SCF-Net [12] 42.64 53.16 76.54
π-Model [25] 46.05 57.49 80.26

Mean Teacher [26] 46.72 57.84 80.50
Pseudo-Labels [33] 47.78 61.40 81.13

Ours 51.14 64.92 82.54

TABLE II
SEMANTIC SEGMENTATION RESULTS (%) ON THE SCANNET DATASET.

Methods mIoU mAcc OA

20
%

RandLA-Net [9] 52.86 62.56 81.43
GA-Net [13] 52.12 61.50 81.39
SCF-Net [12] 52.05 61.32 81.31
π-Model [25] 53.07 62.78 81.52

Mean Teacher [26] 52.98 62.65 81.48
Pseudo-Labels [33] 53.23 62.95 81.63

Ours 55.12 63.61 82.43

10
%

RandLA-Net [9] 49.34 58.20 79.66
GA-Net [13] 49.03 58.05 79.29
SCF-Net [12] 49.11 59.35 79.21
π-Model [25] 49.52 58.48 79.87

Mean Teacher [26] 49.41 58.65 79.70
Pseudo-Labels [33] 50.25 59.37 79.92

Ours 52.38 60.76 81.18

III. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we firstly introduce the details of ex-
perimental setup. Secondly, we evaluate the performances
of proposed superpoint-guided semi-supervised segmentation
network on two 3D public datasets with a few labeled 3D
scenes. Thirdly, we explore the effect of tplo. Finally, we end
up with ablation analysis.

A. Experimental Setup

The proposed superpoint-guided semi-supervised segmen-
tation network is evaluated on two 3D public datasets, includ-
ing S3DIS [34], and ScanNet [35]. In the geometry-based
Region Growing algorithm [30], the curvature threshold tcvt
is 1, and the angle threshold tang is 3 degrees as defaulted
in PCL Library [36]. In the color-based Region Growing

algorithm, the color threshold tclr is 6 as defaulted in PCL
Library [37]. In the PLO module, the ratio parameter tplo
is 0.8. The U-Net-based feature extractor parameters are
consistent with the model before the FC layers in RandLA-
Net [9], where Ch is 64. The output dimensionality of the first
FC layer in EP module is 6. We train the network using the
Adam optimizer with initial learning rate 0.01 and batchsize
6 for 100 epochs. In the first 50 epochs, we only optimize
the network branch for labeled point clouds. And in the last
50 epochs, we train the whole network. The pseudo labels
are updated after each epoch.

B. Evaluation on the S3DIS Dataset

The S3DIS dataset consists of 271 rooms in 6 different
areas inside an office building. 13 semantic categories are
assigned to each 3D point with XYZ coordinates and RGB
features. Since the fifth area with 68 rooms does not overlap
with other areas, experiments on Area-5 could better reflect
the generalization ability of the framework. So we conducted
our experiments on Area-5 validation. We randomly sample
about 20% and 10% (40 and 20 rooms) of the 203 rooms
respectively in the training set as labeled point clouds, and
the remaining rooms in the training set are used as unla-
beled point clouds. The evaluation metrics we use are mean
class Intersection-over-Union (mIoU), mean class Accuracy
(mAcc) and Overall Accuracy (OA).

We compare our superpoint-guided semi-supervised seg-
mentation network to several state-of-the-art point cloud
semantic segmentation methods including RandLA-Net [9],
GA-Net [13], and SCF-Net [12], and several popular
semi-supervised semantic segmentation methods based on
RandLA-Net including π-Model [25], Mean Teacher [26],
and Pseudo-Labels [33]. The RandLA-Net, GA-Net, and
SCF-Net are only trained on the labeled data. In the π-
Model and Mean Teacher, the dual inputs are the original
point cloud and the point cloud after a random plane rotation
and a random mirror transformation. In the Pseudo-Labels,
the predicted labels are updated after each epoch. All the
comparative methods utilize the same labeled and unlabeled
splitting manner.

As seen from Table I, π-Model and Mean Teacher only
improving mIoU by about 1% based on RandLA-Net in-
dicates that the consistency between geometric transformed
point clouds is not enough to constrain the unlabeled point
cloud features. The results of Pseudo-Labels are worse than
our method, indicating that there are some false-predicted
pseudo labels which will affect the learning of network. Our
method achieves best on all metrics due to its more effective
use of unlabeled data. The results on 20% semi-supervised
setting are better than on 10% semi-supervised setting, which
may be attributed to more labeled point clouds.

C. Evaluation on the ScanNet Dataset

The ScanNet dataset contains 1,513 3D indoor scenes
obtained by scanning and reconstruction, of which 1,201
are used for training and the remaining 312 are used for
testing. 20 semantic categories are provided for evaluation.



TABLE III
RESULTS OF DIFFERENT tplo ON THE S3DIS DATASET (AREA-5).

tplo values mIoU mAcc OA
20

%
0.70 53.93 64.80 82.92
0.75 54.48 65.20 83.23
0.80 55.49 65.45 83.55
0.85 54.13 64.79 82.81
0.90 53.38 64.02 82.53

10
%

0.70 50.59 64.56 81.93
0.75 50.97 64.78 82.21
0.80 51.14 64.92 82.54
0.85 50.67 63.56 82.19
0.90 49.57 60.07 82.15

TABLE IV
ABLATION STUDY OF THE MODULES ON THE S3DIS DATASET (AREA-5).

Methods mIoU mAcc OA

20
%

Baseline 50.90 60.76 81.24
Baseline+SPFA 51.32 61.21 82.22

Baseline+SPFA+PL 52.75 63.86 82.78
Baseline+SPFA+PLO 53.95 64.57 83.04

Baseline+SPFA+PLO+EP 54.77 64.98 83.30
Ours 55.49 65.45 83.55

10
%

Baseline 45.64 58.58 79.08
Baseline+SPFA 46.05 59.62 80.38

Baseline+SPFA+PL 47.86 61.59 81.38
Baseline+SPFA+PLO 49.78 62.63 81.86

Baseline+SPFA+PLO+EP 50.45 63.25 82.17
Ours 51.14 64.92 82.54

We randomly sample about 20% and 10% (240 and 120
rooms) of the 1201 rooms in the training set as labeled
scenes, and the remaining rooms in the training set are used
as unlabeled scenes. The mIoU, mAcc, and OA are used as
evaluation metrics.

The competitive methods we use following experiments
on the S3DIS dataset. Table II shows the comparison re-
sults. As seen from Table II, the results of π-Model [25],
Mean Teacher [26], and Pseudo-Labels [33] have a small
improvement on the basis of RandLA-Net, which may be
attributed to the fact that there are more semantic categories
in ScanNet than S3DIS, which results in a small number
of labeled points of some categories. It is not easy to learn
the features of these categories by the DNNs. Our method
achieves the state-of-the-art performance, probably due to the
great pseudo-label filtering and feature constraining abilities.

D. Effect of tplo

The ratio parameter tplo in the PLO module affects the
quality of the optimized pseudo labels, and results in affect-
ing the final segmentation performances. Too small value
of tplo will result in pseudo labels with lower-confidence
being assigned to superpoints, and too large value of tplo
will result in many correct pseudo labels being deleted.

Here we conduct experiments to analyze the effect of tplo
by setting different values {0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9}. We
conduct experiments on Area-5 of the S3DIS dataset with
the evaluation metrics mIoU, mAcc and OA. The results are
listed in Table III. As seen from Table III, the results by
setting tplo to 0.8 achieve the best performance, so we use
this value as tplo in the PLO module.

E. Ablation Study

For ablation study, we stack the proposed sub-modules
on the baseline step-to-step to prove the effectiveness of
our method. Our baseline method employs a U-Net-based
feature extractor from RandLA-Net [9], and is only trained
on the labeled point clouds for 100 epochs. The comparing
experiments are (1) baseline method, denoted as “Base-
line”; (2) adding the SPG and SPFA modules on baseline
and being trained on the labeled point clouds, denoted as
“Baseline+SPFA”; (3) adding pseudo labels to unlabeled
point clouds for supervision in the last 50 epochs based
on (2), denoted as “Baseline+SPFA+PL”; (4) adding the
PLO module on (3) for unlabeled point clouds, denoted as
“Baseline+SPFA+PLO”; (5) adding the EP module on (4) for
all point clouds, denoted as “Baseline+SPFA+PLO+EP”; and
(6) adding the superpoint feature consistency loss functions
Lossl

sp and Lossu
sp on (5), denoted as “Ours”. We conduct

ablation study on Area-5 of the S3DIS dataset with the
evaluation metrics mIoU, mAcc and OA. And 20% and 10%
of the rooms in the training set are used for labeled point
clouds.

As shown in Table IV, the performances on “Base-
line+SPFA” being better than “Baseline” demonstrate the
importance of smoothing the features in superpoints. “Base-
line+SPFA+PL” achieves better than “Baseline+SPFA”,
which may be attributed to the supervision of unlabeled
point clouds. “Baseline+SPFA+PLO” performing better than
“Baseline+SPFA+PL” indicates that the superpoints pro-
duced by combining geometry-based and color-based Region
Growing algorithms [30] can help optimize pseudo labels ef-
fectively. The result of “Baseline+SPFA+PLO+EP” achieves
better than “Baseline+SPFA+PLO”, which may be attributed
to edge-point feature learning. “Ours” achieves best, which
demonstrates that combining all these modules can reach the
best results.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

For using the large amount of unlabeled point clouds, we
propose a superpoint-guided semi-supervised segmentation
network for 3D point clouds. Specifically, we combine the
superpoints produced by geometry-based and color-based
Region Growing algorithms [30] to optimize the pseudo
labels predicted by unlabeled point clouds. The features
of points without pseudo labels are constrained by the
superpoint feature aggregation module, the edge prediction
module, and the superpoint feature consistency loss function.
Our method can learn the discriminative features of unlabeled
point clouds and achieve best performance on two 3D public
datasets with a few number of labeled scenes in most cases.
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